A stack model for symbolic buffer overflow exploitability analysis
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Vulnerability analysis aims to detect programming flaws
inside software code in order to prevent their exploitation
by external attackers, for instance by control-flow hijacking.
One of the most challenging issues in vulnerability analysis
is being able to distinguish between exploitable and nonexploitable flaws. In this work we propose a symbolic
approach to assess the exploitability level of a path leading
to a flaw. This approach operates on (disassembled) binary
code and starts with the identification of “dangerous paths”,
i.e., paths containing some patterns that depend on inputs
[1]. Then, we produce the corresponding path conditions
augmented by symbolic constraints dedicated to exploitability.
Predicates for buffer-overflow exploitability have been initially proposed in [2], [3], [4]. The novelty of our approach
is to use a fully symbolic execution that requires to define
an abstract memory model tractable for solvers. [2], [3],
[4] use concretization to optimize read and write memory
addresses, sacrificing completeness. The memory model
must be accurate enough in order to capture exploitability:
for instance buffer overflow exploits rely on the fact that
objects lie adjacent to each others in memory and it is
possible to write to one object by overflowing the other
object [5]. Our memory model is very close to the one
proposed in [6], used for Value Set Analysis, and relies on
the notion of memory-regions. The advantages is twofold:
memory regions are small enough to be tractable by solvers,
and they fit well with reverse-engineering practices.
II. E XPLOITABILITY FORMULA GENERATION
A. General Approach
We present Symbolic Exploit Assistant (SEA) a tool that
implements the proposed approach. Symbolic exploitability
generation is based on four steps:
1) The first input is a binary code which is disassembled
(using IDA Pro) and then translated into the REIL
intermediate representation (using BinNavi) [7]. REIL
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representation relies on a simple and limited instruction set, without implicit side effects, which makes it
easier to analyze and process.
2) A second input is a symbolic trace σ defined as a
sequence of REIL instructions from input functions to
a potentially exploitable statement.
3) A formula πreach is then produced from σ. This
formula is a (simplified) path-condition giving the set
of necessary input constraints to execute the control
flow associated to σ.
4) Finally, we generate πexploit , the set of necessary
conditions that make σ exploitable (see section II-B
for an example). If πreach ∧ πexploit is satisfiable, then
σ is an exploitable path.
Path-constraint generation from individual REIL instructions is rather straightforward. Since REIL does not handle native instructions (e.g. FPU, GPU) we only use the
quantifier-free finite-precision bit-vector arithmetic theory
provided by the SMT-LIB standard [8]. However, for scalability issues, we need to reduce the set of constraints
produced. This is achieved by performing some backward
slicing [9] to track the memory locations that influence ( targeted statement (using classical trace dependency analysis).
As a result, only constraints on these memory locations are
included in πreach and πexploit .
B. Buffer-overflow exploitability
Figure 1 recalls how data are stored in the execution stack.
In particular, the register ebp (on x86 architectures) points
to the base address of the current function frame. Local
variables are addressed through negative offsets from ebp,
the return address is stored at address ebp + 4, and actual
parameters are stored at addresses ebp + n with n ≥ 8.
A classical way to hijack the program flow to a given
address addrshell (the shellcode) is to overwrite the return
address addrret , which can be done when a memory write
occurs. Hence, we focus on specific vulnerable REIL instructions, such as the following one:
l : stm val , , addr

/* Mem[adr] := val */
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Execution stack for two functions f (caller) and g (callee)

address is computed (15). The goal in this example is to
overwrite the return address of the current stack frame with
the value “0xdeadbeef” using the instruction 16. Eventually,
the function reaches a return instruction (99), i.e., a jump
to the address we selected. This requires that no write
instructions change the return address. For path conditions,
SEA outputs:
πreach

=

Cval

=

{zf 6= 0, ite(t0 = 0, zf = 1, zf = 0), t0 = eax + ebx}

{eax = 0xdeadbeef }

From such an instruction, SEA extracts two sets of constraints:
• πreach allowing to reach instruction l of σ,
• πexploit = Cval ∪Caddr , with Cval (resp. Caddr ) the set
of input-dependent constraints enforcing val = addrret
(resp. addr = addrshell ).

Caddr = {t1 = ebp + 4, t1 = ebp + ecx}
Solving
πreach ∪ πexploit ,
the
values
of
the
user-controlled
registers
for
obtaining
the
expected memory write obtained by Z3 are:

C. A stack memory model

We implemented a POC of SEA using z3py, the official Python interface of Z3 [10]. We plan to strengthen
exploitability constraints in order to take into account some
extra conditions (e.g. preconditions defined in [5]). We also
plan to target other form of exploits, such as used after free.
To do that the proposed memory model must be extended.

Here we define a stack memory model which enforces the
locality of some variables (i.e. some local variables are next
to others) allowing us to discover a wide range of exploits
related with pointer misuse.
The memory model adopted by SEA produces a local
array for every stack frame instance (denoted by sf.i where
i is an index for each instance). These arrays are constrained
by local read and write operations.
When a call is performed, a new stack frame is created
with constraints identifying the bytes already pushed in the
old stack frame as parameters. For example, let f and g be
two functions where f (with frame index i) pushes a 32-bit
value into the stack at ebpf − 8 before calling g (with frame
index j). The constraints needed to relate sf.i and sg.j are:
sf.i [ebpf − 8]

sf.i [ebpf − 9]

=

sg.j [ebpg + 8]

=

sg.j [ebpg + 7]

···

D. An illustrating example
We present a small example with an obvious vulnerability:
it allows an attacker to manipulate the address and the
content of a memory write. The steps 1) and 2) of our
approach are already performed and the resulting REIL code
(SSA form is omitted for clarity) is the following:
00:
01:
02:
03:
15:
16:
..
99:

call
add
bisz
jcc
add
stm

eax , ebx
t0 ,
zf , 1
ebp , ecx
eax ,

,
,
,
,
,

t0
zf
15
t1
t1

//
//
//
//
//

t0 = e a x + ebx
t0 = 0 ? z f =1 : z f =0
z f 6= 0 ? jmp 15
t1 = ebp+ e c x
Mem[ t1 ] : = e a x

ret

In this example eax, ebx and ecx are controlled by
the attacker. Before reaching a memory write instruction
(16), a conditional jump is performed (1–3) and a memory

eax = 0xdeadbeef,

ebx = 0x21524111, ecx = 0x4

III. C ONCLUSION
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